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Traffic, Transit And Overton Park 
By Irma 0. Sternberg . · - . · 

Editor's Note: Dr. Sternberg, author of a book about the Ex
pressway Case~ attended the entire 1971 hearing in Federal District 
Court and writes from first-hand knowledge of the 1-40 litigation.) 
Bewilderment and anger pervad- t • · p r'od'c 

. ed Memphis p.olitical_ circles when away~ for Ill~gal parkers. e ~ ~
outgoing 'Transportation Secretary updab!lg . of signal controls. a!l 
Volpe ruled out the Overton Park stallabon. of more sophisticated 
Expressway. But perhaps above computerized controls would help 
the -wails of anguish, Memphis now clear b~tt~enecks. But . not until 
can hear the facts behind Volpe's we su~s1d1ze our transit system 
twelfth~hour decision and begin to can drivers of '!nsafe cars afford 
plan sensibly for the future. to ~bandon their only ~eans of 

· · gettmg to work. Some cities have 
Traffic problems are still with found that free transit is more 

us and will worsen until we make economical than cut-rate tr~nsit 
concerted efforts to solve them. fares or new roads. With an effi
No longer dOes it serve any use- cient transit system, drivers of cars 
ful purpose to blame snarls and enjoy more road and parking space, 
fatalities . on the uncompleted I-40, a lowered fatality rate, and lower 
to 'fondly believe that more asphalt insurance premiums. 
will solve problems created by as"' . Long overdue completion of the 
phalt. No longer should Memphis 1_240 circumferential will ftirriish 
accept the fable that we can ·con- access to the 'new bridge, compen
tinue to pour more cars into mid- sating out-of-town drivers for slight
city and still expect to comply ly higher mileage (than the pro
with future · clean air standards. posed 1_40) by decreasing driving 
The moment of truth has come! time (since I-40 ·as presently 

Fewer cars on the streets of all planned would be a gigantic bottle
large cities is the only solution to neck from the moment it opened). 
a variety of worsening problems. Volpe's decision m.ay prove tp 
Already, EPA has mandated sharp- be the biggest bonan~a ever _to hit 
ly rev.ised . traffic patterns for cer- Memphis. If it preserves the clean 
tain urban areas where air quality air of the inner city, speeds up 
has deteriorated to the point . of the resuscitation of our dying tran
endangering both plant and human sit system, and causes more ef
life. Why does Memphis think it can ficient · use of existing a·rteries, it 
escape indefinitely the consequenc- could prove a blessing. Rescuing 
es of pouring more pollutants into one of the nation's finest urban 
its mid city area? parks from the bulldozer may be 

The energy crunch, too, requires no -more than an unearned bonus 
a choice between fuel for cars for Memphis citizens. 
and fuel for · buildings. c_ ar pools / --~-
and mass transit may soon seem 
more attractive than u n he ate d 
homes, schools, and hospitals. 

Better · use of existing streets , 
would bring instant traffic relief. 
First, provide police manpower to . 
enforce the law, including tow-
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